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WILLPOWER COLLAR GRIME BUSTER  

WCGB-0001 (250 g) 

Willpower Collar Grime Buster removes Collar Grimes and stains of Oil, Grease, Soot, most of Food Stains 

(which does not contain Turmeric), Shoe Polish, Cosmetics including Lipsticks on Fabrics, Bird-lime, Gum 

Films, and Mucus etc. 

Basically, WCGB is a premium grade Fabric Cleaning Opaque Gel. It cleans even hands with or without 

water and contains skin conditioning emollients. It does not contain harsh solvents and available with or 

without fragrance on request. No tacky residual left on hands when wipe with a tissue or a cloth. 

The Highly effective WCGB has been formulated using hard-working surfactants, mild solvents, and 

superior blend of skin conditioners. It cleans the most stubborn soils while softening and conditioning skin. 

WCGB also removes Grease Oil, Dirt, Grime, Carbon, Paint, Tar and Asphalt, Cosmetics, Mastic, Graphite, 

Printing Ink on hands and other substrates such as Concrete, Walls, Plastics, Rubber, Wood, Vinyl, 

Linoleum, and all kinds of Metal. It is non-Corrosive. 

DIRECTION FOR USE. 

For Collar Grimes and stains, wet the area or the whole cloth, apply WCGB on stains and keep it on the 

surface of the water in a bucket. Do not immerse the whole clothe as water dissolve the paste without 

leaving it on stains to penetrate and lift grimes faster.  

For normal cleaning you may dissolve WCGB in water and keep your cloths in it at any length of time, even 

days as WCGB does not damage or decay your cloths and hands. Regular cleaning of cloths with WCGB will 

have an optical brightness on your cloths.  

For other surfaces, take small quantity depending on severity, on to a cloth and wipe without any 

suspicious with or without water, that’s it! 

PRCAUSIONS.  

Although the product is harmless do not allow it to be swallowed. If so, induce vomiting. If splashes on 

eyes, wash eyes with copious amount of water. 

KEEP OUT OF CHILDREN 

Available Pack Sizes 
250 g  -  WCGB-0001 

500 g  -  WCGB-0002 

1 kg     -  WCGB-0003 

5 kg     -  WCGB-0004 

20 kg   -  WCGB-0005 
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